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It will be proved that the number of vertices of each component of the change- 
graph of two edge-colorings of an arbitrary planar cubic graph is even (here a 
change-graph is the subgraph containing exactly those edges having different 
colors in the considered two edge-colorings and moreover only those vertices 
which are incident with at least one of these edges). 
In this paper the word graph will mean a finite undirected graph 
without loops (multiple edges are permitted). The sets of vertices and 
edges of a graph G will be denoted by V(G) and E(G) respectively and 
c&(v) (where u E V(G)) will denote the degree of the vertex v in G. If 
e E E(G) and u and z, are end-vertices of e then we will write e = [u, v]. 
Let G be a cubic graph (i.e., let cIG(u) = 3 for each o E V(G)). We shall 
say that the mapping 4: E(G) + (1,2,3} is an edge-coloring of G iff 
#(e) + d(f) for every pair (e,f> of edges adjacent in G (adjacent in the 
sense of IIarary [2, p. 91). The number $(e) (where e E B(G)) will be 
called the color of e in 4. 
Let & and & be two edge-colorings of a cubic graph G and let F be 
the subgraph of G defined as follows: F contains every edge e of E(G) 
with the property that &(e) + 4bz(e) (and contains only edges with this- 
property) and every vertex of V(G) incident with at least one edge with 
this property. Then we shall call F a change-graph of G formed by the 
pair of edge-colorings (+1 , c&} and write F = CH[& , &I. The trans- 
formation +I -+ qS2 is said t 0 b e an A-transformation of $I into #+ iff 
CH[+, , $,I is a circuit (see Kotzig [6]; we call this circuit an A-circuit, 
but different authors use other names for A-circuits, see, e.g., Errera [l], 
K&rig [3], and Ore [7]). 
Let G be a planar cubic graph embedded in a plane II. 
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Evidently each circuit K of G decomposes the set of ah points of 
which do not belong to K, into two disjoint connected regions called the 
exterior (= the unbounded region) and the interior (= the bounded 
region) of K (see Harary [2, p. 1031 or Kotzig [5, p. 6611). For a given 
edge-coloring # of G, we define a mapping 4” of V(G) into the set (- 1, I> 
by letting d*(u) = 1 (where u E V(G)) if the edges incident with v and 
having the colors 1, 2, 3 in 4 follow each other in the positive sense of 
rotation; otherwise put d*(v) = - 1. The mapping 4% will be said to 
be the valuation of vertices with respect to the coloring 4, and the number 
(b*(c) wiIl be said to be the value of the vertex z, for this coloring (ths 
valuation has been studied by F&gel (see, e.g., [2, pp. 18, 1911)). The sum 
will be said to be the total sum for 4. 
The following theorem on total sums of edge-colorings of planar cubic 
graphs (and in particular for the graphs of trivalent polyhedra) is known 
(see Kotzig [5, Corollary 1, p. 6631): 
THEOREM 1. The total sum for every edge-coloring of a planar cubic 
graph is divisible by four. 
Now we prove the validity of the following. 
THEOREM 2. Let G be an arbitrary planar cubic graph and let & and #B? 
be two edge-colorings of G such that & can be changed into & by a sequence 
of A-transformations. Then T(&) = T($,) (mod 8). 
Prooj We first prove the validity of the fohowing: 
ASSERTION. Let r& and #4 be two edge-colorings of G such that the 
corresponding change-graph K = CH[& , &J is a circuit. Then 
T(#d = TC4d (mod 8). 
Proof of The Assertion. Denote the vertices of Kby Q , vS ,.~., uzn (evi- 
dently K is of even length) in such a way that E(K) = ([vl : v,], [vz , v&, 
hn-1 2 %al, hn , v,D and by hi the edge of G which is incident to vi and 
does not belong to K. Clearly K contains edges of two distinct colors in 
#+ (and also in &). Without loss of generality we may suppose that these 
colors are 1 and 2, &(hJ = $4(hi) for each i ~(1, 2,..., 2n}, and that 
+3(e) = J for each edge e of El = ([v, , v,], [v, , v&.... [D~~-~ , v,,]) (resp. 
c&(g) = 2 for each edge g of E, = ([v 2 , v,], [v4 , us] ,..., [2)g.n , v,])), Then 
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+4(e) = 2 and &(g) = 1. In the following discussion we distinguish the 
following four possible types of vertices of K. (In Fig. 1 below the 
numbers 1, 2, 3 denote the color in &): 
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FIGURE I 
We denote by Mi the set of vertices of K of type Ti and put mi = j Mi j 
(i = 1, 2, 3, 4). 
The following theorem is known (see Kotzig [4, Theorem 10, p. 1501): 
Let G be a k-regular connected edge-colored graph and let D = {V, , Vz] 
be an arbitrary decomposition of V(G) into two classes of vertices and 
let R be the subset of E(G) containing all edges [x, y] such that x E V, 
and y E V, . If ri (with i E (1, 2 ,..., k>) denotes the number of edges of R 
having the color i then we have r, 3 r2 ES ... 3 rk (mod 2). Using this 
theorem for the case where V, is the set of vertices of G which belong to 
the exterior (or to the interior) of K we easily obtain that m, + m2 = 
m3 + mg = 0 (mod 2) (because in this case (k = 3), all edges hi are of 
color 3 and therefore r1 = r2 = 0). Furthermore ZI.+~ E A& u M3 and 
vZi E MS u M4 for each e E {I, 2,..., n). This implies m, + m3 = 
m2 + m4 = n. 
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Evidently (see Fig. 1) &*(x) = 1 if x EM, w and &*(x) = -1 
ifxEM~wMqandas~i~j]=>[MinM,=O]weobtain 
and 
T($,) = S - m, + m, + ma - m4 
T($,) = S + m, - mp - m3 + m, , 
where S denotes the sum of values in &* of the vertices not belonging 
to K. This implies 
T(&) - T(#d = 2(--m, + m, + m3 - ma>. 
Butm,=n-mm,,m,=n-mun,andm,-m,iseven(i.e.,m,+m,=2c, 
where c is an integer). Therefore 
T(dd - T(h) = @ and T(43) = T($,) (mod Q 
which proves the validity of our assertion. 
The validity of the theorem follows immediately from this. 
Remark 1. There exist change-graphs CH[& , 4.J in planar cubic 
graphs such that T($,) - T(&) = 4 (mod 8). An example of such a case 
is given in Kotzig [6, Fig. 1, p. 131; there ?Y($,) = 4 and Y($,) = 0. 
-i-HEOREM 3. Let G be a planar cubic graph and qSl and & two edge- 
colorings of G. Then the number of each component of the corresponding 
change-graph CH[cjL, &j is even. 
Proof. Let H be a component of CH[$, , &J. If it is a circuit then 
the theorem is evidently true. We can suppose that If is not a circuit. 
Then, according to Kotzig [6, Theorem, p. 51, H contains (at least two) 
vertices of degree three and the other vertices are of degree two. Further- 
more, the edge-set E(H) can be uniquely decomposed into the sets of 
edges of edge-disjoint simple paths PI , P, ,..., Pr , every oaie of which 
joins two vertices of degree three. Also the set of vertices of degree three 
in B can be uniquely decomposed into two classes (say iVI an iv& in 
such a way that the following holds: each simple path joining two vertices 
of w = WI u W, belonging to the same class Wi (resp. to distinct 
classes) of { WI , VV& is of odd length (resp. is of even length). St is known 
that 4,*(w) = &*(w) f or each w E W (because the permutation of the 
set {l, 2, 3) defined by &(eJ + &(e,), i = 1, 2, 3 (where ep , eB 9 e3 are 
three edges incident to w) is a 3 cycle not changing the value #1*(M1> (see 
Kotzig [6, Proof I of the Theorem, p. 51)) and $,*(x) = -+2*(x) if 
xEFI(H)andx$ W. 
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Therefore if p (resp. 4) denotes the number of vertices of degree two 
in H which have the value 1 (resp. the value -1) in &* we easily obtain 
that T(43 - T(&J = (A + p - 4) - (A - p + 4) = 2(p - 4). But 
T(&) = T(&) = 0 (mod 4) (see Th eorem 1). This implies p = q (mod 2) 
and the number of vertices of degree two in H (i.e., the number p + q) 
must be even and as the number of vertices of odd degree is even in each 
graph we obtain [ V(H)1 = 0 (mod 2). Q.E.D. 
Remark 2. There exist planar change-graphs in which the number of 
vertices is odd (see, e.g., the graph in [6, Fig. 2, p. 141). But these cannot 
be change-graphs formed by two edge-colorings of a planar cubic graph 
(this is a consequence of Theorem 3, see also Kotzig [6, Remark 4, p. 131). 
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